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The secret's in the fit. And the fit is . . Haggar ®! Sportcoats and 
slacks from an extensive selection of Haggar separates Downtown on 
1, Northland, Eastland, Westland, Kingsdale, Richland, Lima . And 
at Castleton and Lafayette Square in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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You've 
utus 
Three cheers for the mustard 
that outsells all the other 
brands combined. French 's 
is Number One. Look around 
the stad ium. See the winner 
in action. 
WI make your Hfa delicious. 
The R. T. French Company 
One Mustard Street . Rochester. N. Y. 
REPRESENTING OHIO STATE 
DR. HAROLD L. ENARSON 
President 
J. EDWARD WEAVER 
Director of Athletics 
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PROFESSOR ROY A. LARMEE 
Faculty Representative 
W. W. (WOODY) HAYES 
Head Football Coach 
OHIO STATE 2-1 UCLA 3-0 
Coached by W.W. " Woody" Hayes, 30-Year Record 215-64-8 Coached by Terry Donahue, First Year H Head Coach 3-0-0 
osu OPP UCLA OPP 
Sept. 11 Michigan State 49 21 Sept. 9 At Arizona State 28 10 
Sept. 18 At Pen n St ate 12 7 Sept.18 Arizona 37 9 
Sept. 25 Missouri 21 22 Sept. 25 Air Force 40 7 
Oct. 2 UCLA Oct. 2 At Oh io State 
Oct. 9 At Iowa Oct. 9 Stanford 
Oct. 16 At Wisconsin Oct. 16 Washington State 
Oct. 23 Purdue Oct. 23 At Ca li forn ia 
Oct. 30 At Ind iana Oct. 30 At Washington 
Nov. 6 Illinois Nov. 6 Oregon 
Nov. 13 At Minnesota Nov. 13 At Oregon State 
Nov. 20 Michigan Nov. 20 Southern California 
TOP INDIVIDUALS 
RUSHING ATT. YDS. AVG. TD LG RUSHING ATT. YD. AVG. TD LG 
Jeff Logan 45 382 8.4 2 75 Wendell Tyler 55 341 6.2 2 45 
Pete Johnson 54 278 5.1 5 58 Theotis Brown 50 280 5.6 5 35 
Rod Gerald 55 198 3.6 3 32 Jeff Dankworth 36 271 7.5 3 34 
Ron Springs 17 84 4.9 0 20 James Brown 15 69 4.6 1 13 
PASSING ATT. COMP INT. YDS. TD LG PASSING ATT. COMP. INT. YDS. TD LG 
Jeff Logan 1 1 0 36 0 36 Jeff Dankworth 17 11 1 158 0 47 
Rod Gerald 11 2 1 19 0 10 Steve Bukich 18 8 0 131 2 35 
Jim Pacenta 1 0 0 0 0 0 Rick Bashore 1 0 0 0 0 0 
RECEIVING NO. YDS. AVG. TD LG RECEIVING NO. YDS. AVG. TD LG 
Jim Harrell 2 46 23.0 0 36 Wally Henry 4 48 12.0 0 16 
Herman Jones 1 9 9.0 0 9 Severn Reece 3 62 20.7 1 35 
Homer Butler 3 58 19.3 1 34 
Rick Walker 2 58 29.0 0 47 
SCORING TD EXP-1 EXP-2 FG TP SCORING TD EXP-1 EXP-2 FG TP 
Pete Johnson 5 0 0 0 30 Theotis Brown 5 0 0 0 30 
Rod Gerald 3 0 0-1 0 18 Jeff Dankworth 3 0 0 0 18 
Jeff Logan 3 0 0 0 18 Frank Corral 0 12-15 0 1-5 15 
Tom Skladany 0 10-10 0-1 0-4 10 Wendell Tyler 2 0 0 0 12 
Bob Hyatt 1 0 0 0 6 Levi Armstrong 1 0 0 0 6 
PUNTING NO. YDS. AVG. LG PUNTING NO. YDS. AVG. LG 
Tom Skladany 15 661 44.0 61 Frank Corral 11 441 40.1 57 
TEAM EFFORTS 
osu OPP. UCLA OPP. 
346.3 121.6 RUSHING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 384.3 168.6 
18.3 183.3 PASSING YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 96.3 95.6 
364.6 305.0 TOTAL YARDS PER GAME AVERAGE 480.6 244.3 
13/3/1 87/41 /5 PASSES ATT./COMP./INT. 36/19/1 71 /31 /6 
15/44.0 17/38.0 PUNTING ATTEMPTS/AVERAGE 11 /40.1 21 /36.2 
1 2 3 4- Total SCORING BY QUARTERS 1 2 3 4-Total 
Ohio State 21 41 7 13 - 82 UCLA 0 34 55 16 -105 
Opponents 0 7 14 29 - 50 Opponents 13 0 0 13 - 26 
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·when the learns on the lield 
hit the showers, 
the learn al WTVN radio 
knows the score. 
All the scores - from around the state, the conference and the nation . 
Join WTVN 's Don Alexandre and his sports team after the game for 
SPORTSWATCH. You 'll hear up-to-the minute news, scores and stories 
from the world of sports. 
SPORTSWATCH is brought to you by : 
JOHN W. GEESE OFFICE FURNITURE WAREHOUSE • 
SAEGER BUICK• JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO. • 
CITY NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST CO. 
Hear Bob Conners and Ken Coleman for play-by-play of ALL OSU 
football games on 61 0 radio . 
Follow the leaders 
on 
w 
810 
is Columbus 
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Way back last January today 's 
football game was a much d is-
cussed top ic of conversati on . 
Oh io State hosting UCLA in a 
rematch of last year's Rose Bowl 
battle , (won 23-10 by the Bru ins 
in a game that dashed the Buck-
eyes ' quest for a national 
championship) would be a clas-
sic confrontation . 
Well , afte r n i ne months of 
speculat ion , conjecture and de-
bate , the long awa ited return 
engagement is here, to be seen 
by more than 87 ,000 Oh io 
Stad ium fans and a nat ional 
television aud ience as well . 
The game has been sold out 
for months in anticipation of a 
t i tan ic struggle and there is 
every reason to believe that it 
will be just that. 
UCLA comes into this , the fifth 
ever meet ing between the two 
clubs , with a spotless 3-0 record , 
the No. 2 spot in the nat ional 
rankings and one of the most 
explosive attacks college foot-
ball has seen in some t ime . In 
the ir first th ree starts, the Bru ins 
of f irst-year coach Ter r y 
Donahue have turned bac k 
Ar izona State , Ar izona and the 
Ai r Force Academy and have 
looked more awesome with each 
successive outing . 
Oh io State , though stunned 
last week when Missouri rallied 
fo r a 22-21 triumph to end a 25-
game home w in streak, is 2-1 on 
the year, having notched impres-
sive wins over Michigan State 
and Penn State. The Buckeyes 
have been inconsistent thus far, 
but have demonstrated undeni-
able flashes of brilliance. 
It 's a critical game for both 
teams , both of which want to 
build up some of that all-
important ingredient known as 
mom entum pr ior to enter i ng 
thei r respective conference sea-
son s 1 ,ext week . But it 's espe-
IN THE HUDDLE 
By Steve Snapp 
cially important for the eighth-
ranked Buckeyes who know 
another loss would all but el imi-
nate them from the race for the 
national title . 
" It 's a crucial game, any t ime 
you lose the next game is always 
crucial ," admitted OSU Coach 
Woody Hayes earlier in the 
week. " We want to get back in 
the winning habit and show that 
we are a better football team 
than we have shown so far this 
year. " 
Woody is conf ident that h is 
team can do just that. 
" Last week was a disappo int-
ing loss, but I th ink that we have 
the kind of team that can 
bounce back from advers ity." 
But Woody knows that it w ill 
be a challenge . He rates the 
Bruins highly. 
" They are a fine football team , 
better than they were last year," 
he praises. " Is it the best team 
we have played th is year? Un-
questionably !" 
Hayes sees a numb er of 
similarities between the Brui ns 
and the Buckeyes. 
" Our offenses are very similar 
and we both have a trio of great 
runners, he says. " We borrowed 
a few th ings from them after last 
year and I think they d id the 
same ." 
Quarterback Jeff Dankworth 
and runn ing backs Wendell Tyle r 
and Theot is Brown are the Big 
Guns in the Bru i ns ' arsena l. 
They have comb i ned fo r 892 
yards rush ing and accounted for 
10 touchdowns for the Uc I ans, 
who are off to the ir best start 
since 1970. 
By comparison the Buckeyes ' 
" Big Three" of Quarterback Rod 
Gerald , Tailback Jeff Logan and 
Fullback Pete Johnson have 
rushed for 856 yards and also 
have 10 TD 's. 
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BACK OF THE WEEK 
PETE JOHNSON - FULLBACK - Had his best 
game of the year last week against Missouri , car-
rying the ball 23 times for 119 yards and three 
touchdowns. Picked up 103 of those yards in 
the first half before sustaining a sprained ankle 
midway through the second period that limited 
his play in the second half. A 6-1, 247-pound 
senior, Johnson is the Buckeyes ' second leading 
rusher th is year with 278 yards and leads the 
team in scoring with five touchdowns. The Long 
Beach , N. Y. product now has 44 career 
touchdowns and is the Big Ten 's career scoring 
leader. Last week was the fifth time during his 
career that he has scored three or more times in 
one game. 
BUCK OF THE WEEK 
BOB BRUOZINSKI - DEFENSIVE ENO - Was 
in on a season and personal high 18 tackles last 
week (nine solos and an equal number of as-
sists) and grabbed off the first interception of his 
career. Coach George Hill called his showing 
" the greatest individual performance that I have 
ever seen by a defensive end ." Similar praise 
came from End Coach Esco Sarkkinen , who says 
" Brud" is bordering on playing as well as the 
best end I ever coached , Jim Houston". In his 
second year as a starter the former all-Ohio 
Lineman of the Year from Fremont is the Buc-
keyes ' third leading tackler with 32 stops and 
leads the team in sacks with three for a minus 
16 yards . • 
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Our clothing affords one 
the luxury of taking certain 
things for granted: 
Comfort . quality and good taste 
~ 
L.L.~uPP co. 
CLOTHIER 
88 EAST BROAD AT THIRD STREET, COLUMBUS 
Our _A.pprecialion lo tte 
osu 
• FACULTY 
• RESIDENTS 
• INTERNES 
• STUDENTS 
who enjoy our apartments 
STEWART 
APARTMENTS 
1856 Northwest Blvd. 
488-1167 
WE HAVE 
OUR OWN 
WINNING 
TRADITION 
AT STOUFFERS 
UNIVERSITY INN 
Where Columbus can discover 
attractive accommodations , fine 
food and good fun, and modern 
meeting faci I ities. 
• 200 smartly appointed guest rooms. 
• nine private rooms for conventions, 
meetings and banquets for up to 300. 
• bus service to and from the game. 
An Old English pub-
style restaurant where 
the menu is as unique 
and irresistable as the decor. 
GROGSHOP A rockin ' place 
with lively and spirited drinks and enter-
tainment for a lively and spirited crowd. 
Sw,ffer:s 
UNIVERSITY INN 
3025 Olentangy River Road • 267-9291 
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HEAD COACH 
WOODY HAYES 
Woody Hayes and football have become 
synonymous during the past three decades. So, 
too, have Woody Hayes and winning. 
Hayes, now in his 26th year at Ohio State, is the 
fourth winningest coach in college football history 
with 213 victories in 30 seasons. Only Alonzo 
Stagg , Pop Warner and Bear Bryant have more 
triumphs than the 63-year old Hayes, who spent 
three years at Denison and two at Miami (0.) be-
fore taking over the Buckeyes in 1951. 
Hayes, last year's Coach of the Year when his 
team won 11 of its 12 starts, has won 180, lost 52 
and tied 8 at OSU for a winning percentage of 
.767. In Big Ten play he owns a 132-33-7 record 
and has captured 11 conference championships. 
No other conference school comes close to either 
figure during the past quarter of a century. 
Currently Hayes, who has coached longer in the 
Big Ten than anyone except Stagg (41-years at 
Chicago) and Bob Zuppke (29 years at Illinois), is 
working on a string of four consecutive confer-
ence titles and an unprecedented four straight 
Rose Bowl appearances by the Buckeyes. A Big 
Ten crown in 1976 would make Ohio State the first 
team in conference history to win five consecutive 
championships. 
Overall , Hayes, a native of New Philadelphia, 0 ., 
has taken eight OSU teams to Rose Bowls and 
produced national championship squads in 1954, 
1957 and 1968. His 1969 squad, which posted a 9-1 
mark is generally regarded as one of the finest col-
lege football teams ever assembled . 
Since Woody has coached at Ohio State, the 
Buckeye school has led the nation in average 
home game attendance for 21 of the last 25 years 
and finished second the other four seasons. At the 
end of 1975, Ohio State owned a string of 44 con-
secutive home sellouts. 
Hayes has spent his entire coaching career 
within the state of Oh io. After graduating from De-
nison in 1935, he accepted a position as assistant 
football coach at Mingo Junction where he re-
mained until being named head coach at New 
Philadelphia in 1938. He won 19, lost 10 and tied 
one at New Philly before joining the Navy in 1941 . 
Following his discharge, Hayes returned to Den-
ison to embark upon a collegiate coaching career. 
In the time since, he has become one of the most 
respected and most successful coaches the pro-
fession has ever known. 
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W.W. Hayes 
WOODY'S LIFETIME RECORD 
DENISON (3 Years, 1946-'48) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
19 6 0 .760 2 640 243 
MIAMI (2 Years, 1949-'50) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
14 5 0 .737 1 607 263 
OHIO STATE (1951-1975) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
180 52 8 .767 11 5664 2737 
CAREER TOTAL (30 years) 
Cont. Opp. 
Won Lost Tied Pct. Titles Points Points 
213 63 8 .764 14 6911 3243 
•• • 
• 
_.: · · ha,,IJ) · · · · ..
t cloth1n9 ·~ 
: apparel /or : 
: Big and Tall men : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contemporary apparel with 
famous name brands including: 
SUITS AND SPORT COATS 
Palm Beach • Petrocelli • Botany 500 
Phoenix • V-Line 
SLACKS - Jaymar • Asher 
DRESS SHIRTS -
Enro • Man hattan • Byron Britton 
SHOES - Bo'stonian 
Johnston-Murphy • Jarman 
Carrying a wide range of sizes 
for the Big and Tall man 
EXTRA TALL-Sizes 38-60 
EXTRA BIG-Sizes 48-60 
PORTLY-Sizes 42-72 
SHOES-Sizes to 16 
Widths to EEE 
1643 W. Lane A . · 
486-7737 
6060 Channingway Blv 
864-4344 
Open Wed. , Thu. 
& Fri. Evenings 
DAYTON 
4813 Salem Ave. Open Mon., Thu . , 
275
-
5o33 & Fri. Evenings 
CINCINNATI 
9796 Colerain, opposite Northgate 
385-6633 
7381 Kenwood, across from Kenwood Mal " 
984-8511 
I Open Mon., Thu. & Fri. Ev nings 8 $0 • • • I ., 
AKRON / BUFFALO / CLEVELAND / DETROIT / NASHVILLE tTO EDO 
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Watch for BancOhio just around the corner, 
____ .._all around the state.~~~ 
© 1976 BancOhio Corporation/ Member FDIC 
BancOhio 
Corporation 
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WOODY'S MEN 
Pictured above are OSU's eight assistant football coaches, the men 
who help Head Coach Woody Hayes make the Buckeye program a consis-
tent winner. Kneeling (L-R): Dick Walker (Defensive Backfield), Alex Gibbs 
(Defensive Line), Mickey Jackson (Offensive Backfield) , George Chaump 
(Quarterbacks). Standing (L-R): George Hill (Defensive Coordinator), Esco 
Sarkkinen (Defensive Ends), John Mummey (Offensive Ends), Ralph Staub 
(Offensive Coordinator). 
AFTER THE GAME ... 
ENJOY A SIT- DOWN 
DINNER AT CARRY-
OUT PRICES!! 
All our steaks include a baked potato or trench 
fries , all you can eat from our Salad Bar and 
Texas Toast. We also have free refills on cof-
fee and soft drinks . 
Visit the newest Bonanza in Columbus . We 
think you will be pleasantly surprised at the 
changes that have been made ! 
I I 
ONLY 1 MILE 
V 
NORTH OF THE STADIUM 
3370 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD 
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64 BILL LUKENS Offensive Guard 
Captain 
84 BOB BRUDZINSKI Defensive End 
35 BOB HYATT Spl it End 
1 TOM SKLADANY Kicker 
Captain 
9 ED THOMPSON Linebacker 
Captain 
59 RON AYERS Offensive Guard 
OHIO STATE 
BUCKEYES 
75 NICK BUONAMICI Defensive Tackle 50 MIKE DATISH Center 11 JIM HARRELL Wingback 
Photos by H ouse of Portraits 
33 PETE JOHNSON Fullback 21 MAX MIDLAM Defensive Hallback 2 LARRY MOLLS Fullback 
12 
15 JIM PACENTA Quarterback 
94 DAVE ADKINS Linebacker 
78 GARTH COX Offensive Tackle 
44 RAY GRIFFIN Safety 
65 BARNEY RENARD Offensive Guard 43 BRUCE RUHL Defensive Hallback 
22 JOE ALLEGRO Safety 67 EDDIE BEAMON Defensive Tackle 
96 MARTY CUSICK Defensive End 86 JOE DIXON Defensive End 
Photos by H ome of Portraits 
66 TYRONE HARRIS Defensive Tackle 49 HERMAN JONES Split End 
13 
25 SCOTT WOLERY Safety 
55 AARON BROWN Middle Guard 
74 LOU PIETRINI Offensive Tackle 
98 PAUL JONES Defensive End 
KEITH JACKSON - Simply One Of The Best 
Of The Nation's Professional Broadcasters 
By Dwight Chapin 
Keith Jackson and simplicity are synonomous. There 's 
nothing fancy or pretentious about this tall ex-Marine who 
still retains a trace of his native Georgia in his speech . 
" If I could think of just two words I'd like to be called, " 
says Jackson, " they would be 'professional broadcaster.' " 
In a business of superegos, Keith Jackson is more or 
less just a guy doing his job. Often , and well. 
The man who heads ABC's college football telecast team 
says: " I work in a visual medium. I should amplify, clarify, 
punctuate .. . and stay out of the way. Generally, people 
who remember you do so because you qot in the way. " 
That kind of thinking has gotten Keith Jackson some-
where . He's been judged the best in his field by the people 
that matter - his peers - in their annual voting for best 
national sportscaster. 
Unlike Rodney Dangerfield , Keith Jackson gets a lot of 
respect, and he has for a long time. 
He got started at Washington State University in the early 
1950s, in an unusual way. 
" I heard a fellow doing a football game one afternoon on 
the campus station ," he said. " I thought he did a bad job. I 
dropped by the station the next morning and told the pro-
fessor I thought I could do better. He was an old guy from 
Kansas . He said , 'I don't need you coming in here to tell 
me. You want to show me?' So the following Friday night I 
did a local high school football game. 
" I did fine till they turned out the lights at halftime and I 
couldn 't read my notes. Then I was in a hell of a mess. But 
that got me started in broadcasting." 
Jackson was student manager of the campus station 
three years , then went to Seattle, where he was a TV news-
caster for ten years before being hired by ABC. 
" I'm a real itinerant," he says. " In more than 20 years in 
the business, I've had two jobs. And I've only had one wife 
(Turi Ann). I guess that makes me either dull or stable ." 
Jackson was mostly a newsman in Seattle, doing sports 
- University of Washington football and Seattle University 
basketball in the Elgin Baylor days - on the side. 
He was hired as a newsman for ABC's Western radio di-
vision in Los Angeles , too, and didn't go into sports full 
time until 1967. 
But that's where he'll stay - " Until I start to lose my 
concentration in what I'm doing on the air. After that, I 
think I'd like to teach. I've felt for a long time the American 
educational system could use a few old diletantes who have 
survived in the system." 
Jackson is one of those sportscasters who prepares -
and then prepares some more. 
" I start working on a telecast more than a year before, 
sometimes," he said , " keeping information from that pre-
ceding season . If it's Notre Dame and USC, I want to know 
what people are returning, what role they 've played in 
spring ball right through the fall. 
"The week before the game, I'll work two hours a day 
five days a week on it, and I don't just do it alone. I've got 
people hired in various cities who keep the papers clipped 
for me and let me know what's going on. I might learn 
more reading the South Bend newspapers for six hours than 
I could doing something else six weeks. 
" Friday morning before the game, I might play golf -
14 
Keith Jackson 
and pick up a little more information that way . When the 
teams work out Friday afternoon, I work out, too, calling 
names and numbers - and seeing how a player moves and 
runs , so I don 't have to rely on a number if I can 't see one. 
" Then , often, I'll look at films for a couple of hours." 
It seems an incredible work load for a man who will have 
made more than 50 cross-country trips by October this 
year , covering everything from sky diving to " The 
Superstars. " 
But Jackson, who could pass for ten years younger than 
his 47 years, thrives on it ... and thinks it's necessary. 
" Competition is much more intense today," he said. "If 
you 're not prepared , you 're going to be exposed much 
more readily. " 
He's been just about everywhere and done just about 
every sport imaginable - college football and auto racing 
are his favorites - and the awards have come. 
In a typical week's work last year, Keith called the Notre 
Dame-Boston College football game on a Monday night, got 
up early Tuesday to fly to New York to narrate a tape of the 
Southern 500 Stock Car Race for " ABC's Wide World of 
Sports," and then flew to his L.A. home, arriving well past 
midnight. It was the end of an 11 -day trip . Asked if the 
pressure ever gets him, he says: 
" Sure, but it beats picking cotton ." 
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SPECIAL BeF~e AN!) A'FTE~ 
THE GAME!., 
JOIN EVERYBODY FOR THE PRE -GAME 
AND AFTER -GAME ACTIVITIES 
JUST LIKE YOU DID LAST YEAR !!! 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT MONDAY 
THRU SATURDAY . 
across from th e 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSI T Y 
328 W. Lane Avenue 
( 614) 294-4848 
after the game 
GO 
TO 
Famous for CHINESE FOOD 
AMERICAN FOODS HOURS : 
LUNCH AND DINNER t1 Mon.-Thur. 11 :30 AM-10:30 PM J14 Fri. to 1 :00 AM 
Carry-Out Orden ~1'4 Sat. 4 PM-1 AM 
COCKTAILS ~ • Sun. 4 PM-10 PM 
3130 Olentangy River Rd. 
between W.N. Broadway & Dodr idg e 
261-1791 
i IINUll[IICII 
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51 MARK LANG Center 91 BOB LILLIE Tight End 34 JEFF LOGAN Tailback 53 DOUG PORTER Center 
OHIO STATE 
BUCKEYES 
26 TOM ROCHE Defensive Halfback 23 RON SPRINGS Tailback 57 JIM SAVOCA Offensive Guard 30 CHARLIE SIMON Linebacker 
PhotoJ by HouJe of PortraitJ 
80 GREG STORER Tight End 79 CHRIS WARD Offensive Tackle 69 ERNIE ANDRIA Offensive Guard 27 RICH BROWN Linebacker 
16 
19 MICKEY ARCHER Defensive Halfback 81 FARLEY BELL Defensive End 
32 KELTON DANSLER 8 ROD GERALD Defensive End Quarterback 
87 BILL JACO Tight End 92 JOEL LASER Offensive Guard 
76 TIM BURKE Offensive Tackle 
42 LES GORDON Tailback 
71 BYRON CATO Middle Guard 36 TOM COUSINEAU Linebacker 
46 DUNCAN GRIFFIN 83 JOE HORNIK Defensive Halfback Defensive End 
20 LEONARD MILLS 90 JOE ROBINSON Defensive Halfback Tight End 16 PAUL ROSS Linebacker 
PhotoI by H o,ue of PortraitJ 
99 JIMMY MOORE Tight End 72 MARK SULLIVAN 97 TERRY VOGLER Defensive Tackle Defensive End 52 TIM VOGLER Offensive Center 58 TOM WAUGH Offensive Guard 
17 
1976 OHIO STATE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL CLASS 
FIRST ROW (L-R): Chuck Hunter, Ken Fritz, Dean Diefen-
thaler, Scott Burris, Ed Mills, Gary Dulin, Ron earwig. 
SECOND ROW (L-R): Doug Wymer, Davis Hall, Bryan Fer-
guson, Paul Campbell, Matt Jackson, Mike Guess, Greg Cas-
tignola. 
THIRD ROW (L-R): Doug Mackie, Brian Schwartz, Ricky 
Johnson, Tom Blinco, Steve Hall, David Budd, Mike Strahine. 
FOURTH ROW (L-R): Bill H~rmon, Marc Cox, Ric Volley, Tim 
Sawicki, Jim Laughlin, Jim Caruso, Mike Schneider. 
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WE'RE American Airlines 
DOING WHAT WE DO BEST, 
SUPPORTING THE OHIO STATE 
BUCKEYES, DOING WHAT THEY 
DO BEST. 
Eliminates outdoor 
BOTTLE and CAN 
litter. 
AND WE'RE READY TO FLY YOU 
TO THE ROSE BOWL. CALL 
AmericanAirlines OR YOUR 
TRAVEL AGENT. 
@ 
Now you can get the new, fabulous portable d r ink container 
in scarlet and gray or your favorite school colors. 
Sip Stik is the fun way to drink your favorite hot or cold beverage when-
ever you want · wherever you want. Just pull out the straw for sipping and 
push it back in for sealing. It 's a straw and beverage container all in one. 
It 's lightweight and easy to carry along. Great for football games or wher-
ever you want to take a " sip" along. You can choose from 3 different 
sizes. Avail able at stores in the campus area or by mail. 
total 
YES! Send _ Sip Stiks to: no. price 
12 o z. - 14" size@ $2.98 ea . 
22 oz. - 24" size@ $3.98 ea. 
Na me ________ ___ ~..:c3.::.2..:..oz=-. -_-=3:..:.4_"::.;.siz::.ce....:@:...c$:...:4....:.9c.=8..c:ce=.a--+--+----l 
Address __________ 1---7_5 _ce_n_ts_sh_i:....:pp_in_:g_&_h_a_nd_li_n::...g --+--+-....:"..:..7 -=--15 
Total 
Ci ty & State _________ ~-,,0-,-h:-io-re-s,-id-en_ts_a,_,d...,.d ...,.4%,.,....-sa-les_ta_xl---+----I 
Zip ___________ l--_ _____ T_ o_ta_l _ _.__.J.__--l 
D Scarle t & Gray 
D Other · please specify: 
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Please send check or money order to : 
Paka, Inc. 
5900 Sharon Woods Blvd. 
Columbus, Ohio 43229 
HUGH D. HINDMAN 
Associate Athletic Director 
JAMES L. JONES 
Assistant Athletic Director 
RICHARD L. DELANEY 
Assistant Athletic Director 
PHYLLIS BAILEY 
Assistant Athletic Director 
The Ohio State University Athletic Staff 
MARVIN HOMAN 
Director of Publicity 
FREDERIC BEEKMAN 
Director of lntramurals 
CLAUDE E. FULLER 
Business Manager 
STEPHEN SNAPP 
Assistant Director 
of Publicity 
ROBERT C. RIES 
Director of Ticket Sales 
ROGER DEERHAKE 
Assistant Ticket Director 
DR. ROBERT J. MURPHY DR. JOSEPH T. LEACH BILLY HILL 
Co-Head Trainer Head Team Physician 
MICHAEL BORDNER 
Co-Head Trainer 
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Team Physician 
MICHAEL DOLAN D. C. KOEHL 
Stadium Superintendent Assistant Director 
of Publicity 
"Ohio's Greatest Convention Motor Hotel" 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
EVERY DAY 
BREAKFAST FROM 7 A.M. 
FOLLOWED BY 
LUNCH 
AND 
CANDLELIGHT DINING 
AFTER 5:30 P .M. 
ENTERTAINMENT STARTS AT 
4 :30 P.M. IN THE PIANO BAR 
DANCING AFTER 7:30 P .M. 
TUESDAY through SUNDAY 
TAKE A "MINI" FOOTBALL 
WEEKEND VACATION - AVOID 
SATURDAY NIGHT TRAFFIC -
DINE, DANCE - ROOM WITH US. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINING ROOM 
Most Elegant Buffets 
SATURDAY 6 P.M. - 9 P.M. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH & BUFFET 
from 11 A.M.-2 P.M . 
Menu Service Other Hou rs 
SUNDAY DANCING AFTER 6 P.M. 
QUICK SNACKS IN THE RED LION ( LO:~~~~~tDE) FROM 11 :30 A.M. 
THE NEIL HOUSE MOTOR HOTEL 
41 S. HIGH ST. - OPPOSITE THE CAPITOL - ( 614) 221-5221 
FREE PARKING FOR CANDLELIGHT ROOM EVENING DINNER AND OVERNIGHT GUESTS 
IN THE NEIL HOUSE GARAGE, REAR OF THE "NH" 
Pfeifer Printing means more than just quality printing. 
We offer complete art and layout services, typesetting, 
photographic skills, and, of course, fine printing in black 
and white and color. 
What does this mean to our customers? It means one 
stop service, no running to an agency for art work, to a 
studio for picJures, to a typesetter for a couple lines of 
type. This saves time, which in turn saves money. 
As Columbus' oldest commercial printing company, we 
know our business. Feel free to call one of our competent 
representatives for advice on your next printing job. 
190 E. FULTON ST. Corner of 1-70 West & Fourth St. 
228-1081 
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The College of Law 
Combining high academic rating 
and deep community involvement 
Few universities offer the resources available to students 
in Ohio State University's College of Law. 
Based on such factors as ratios of students to faculty and 
law library books , plus total library volumes , Ohio State 
trails only six colleges of law in the country. It shares its 
near-top ranking in resources with such universities as Har-
vard , Stanford , Chicago and California at Berkeley. This re-
sources rating was issued this year in a journal of the 
American Bar Association . 
The 340 ,000 volumes in Ohio State 's law library make it 
the largest in the state and seventh in the nation . 
Guiding the college , which enrolls 650 students , is L. 
Orin Slagle Jr. , 42 . He is a 1957 graduate of the college and 
a faculty member since then , with time out for three years 
as a U.S. Air Force counsel and three years in private prac-
tice in Columbus . 
Outside the classroom , the college 's faculty is deeply in-
volved in state and local public service. Associate Dean 
Michael Kindred was an architect of a recently enacted " bill 
of rights " for the mentally ill and mentally retarded . 
Prof. Lawrence Herman worked with the Ohio Supreme 
Court to update criminal court procedures , as Prof . Robert 
Wills did on civil court procedures . Prof . Earl Murphy was 
chairman of the Ohio Environmental Board of Review . 
Other faculty members have achieved national recognition 
for their scholarship and public service . 
Many law students also serve the community as an ex-
tension of the law school curricular program . Examples are 
the free tax assistance they give low-income taxpayers and 
group legal services provided to a labor union in Columbus . 
The college provides rich instruction in the corporate and 
tax areas . Extending the benefits of their learning to those 
unable to afford private legal assistance , law students vol-
unteered last winter for the Student Bar Association low-
income tax advice project . They went into four Columbus 
neighborhoods to help residents fill out income tax forms 
and give answers to tax-related questions . 
As part of an extensive clinical instructional program, six-
teen students , meanwhile , worked with Local 423 of the 
Laborers ' International Union in a pioneering prepaid group 
legal services program . 
An approach which spreads legal costs over a large 
group of people as an insurance policy does , prepaid legal 
services are seen by some as revolutionizing the practice of 
law . 
Ohio State is the first university in the nation to offer its 
students a practical , learn-by-doing taste of prepaid prac-
tice. 
The largest law library In the state provides a wealth of research and study material for 
Ohio State students. Law Dean L. Orin Slagle Jr. 
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m ~NER CABLE 261-0001 
CIA Warner Communications Company 
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p_ 
In all the world there'sAonly one! 
1421 Olentangy River Road / Phone 421-7337 / Open Daily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sundays 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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There's Nothing 
Like 
Fine Crystal ... 
. . . OR DIN ER IN THE ELEGA T 
CRYSTAL ROOM. Featuring Prime Ribs of 
Beef prepared in the Old English Way and our 
fabulous Flaming Brochettes of Beef. Call 
Eileen today at 224-8211 for Luneheon and 
Dinner Reservations . Always Free Parking. 
The Urystal Room 
The PICK -FORT HA YES Hotel 
Downtown at 31 West Spring Street 
BIG TEN SCHEDULE AND SCORES 
September 11 
MINNESOTA 32, INDIANA 13 
ILLINOIS 24, IOWA 6 
MICHIGAN 40, WISCONSIN 27 
OHIO STATE 49, MICHIGAN STATE 21 
PURDUE 31 , NORTHWESTERN 19 
September 18 
OHIO STATE 12, Penn State 7 
ILLINOIS 31 , Missouri 6 
IOWA 41 , Syracuse 3 
MICHIGAN ST. 21 , Wyoming 10 
MICHIGAN 51 , Stanford 0 
MINNESOTA 28, Wash ington State 14 
Nebraska 45, INDIANA 13 
Notre Dame 22, PURDUE 0 
No. Carolina 12, NORTHWESTERN 0 
WISCONSIN 45, North Dakota 9 
September 25 
Missouri 22, OHIO STATE 21 
MICHIGAN 70, Navy 14 
IOWA 7, Penn State 6 
Baylor 34, ILLINOIS 19 
MINNESOTA 21 , W. Michigan 10 
Notre Dame 48, NORTHWESTERN 0 
INDIANA 20, Washington 13 
WISCONSIN 35, Wash ington St. 26 
Southern Cal 31 , PURDUE 13 
MICHIGAN STATE 31 , N. Carolina St. 31 
October 2 
Texas A&M at ILLINOIS 
No. Carolina St. at INDIANA 
IOWA at Southern Cal 
Wake Forest at MICHIGAN 
Notre Dame at MICHIGAN STATE 
MINNESOTA at Wash ington 
Arizona at NORTHWESTERN 
UCLA at OHIO STATE 
Miami (0) at PURDUE 
WISCONSIN at Kansas 
October 9 
NORTHWESTERN at INDIANA 
OHIO STATE at IOWA 
MICHIGAN STATE at MICHIGAN 
ILLINOIS at MINNESOTA 
PURDUE at WISCONSIN 
October 16 
INDIANA at IOWA 
MINNESOTA at MICHIGAN STATE 
MICHIGAN at NORTHWESTERN 
ILLINOIS at PURDUE 
OHIO STATE at WISCONSIN 
October 23 
MICHIGAN STATE at ILLINOIS 
MICHIGAN at INDIANA 
IOWA at MINNESOTA 
WISCONSIN at NORTHWESTERN 
PURDUE at OHIO STATE 
BAY 
LOBSTER & STEAK HOUSE 
1266 W. 5th Ave. 
All SEAFOOD & LO BSTERS 
flown in lresh do ily 1 
SELECT YOUR OWN LOBSTER IN OUR TA K 
Mon . Th ru Thur. 
11 :00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
Fri. 11 :00 a.m . to 1:00 a.m. 
Sat. 4:00 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m. 
Sun . 12:00 Noon to 10:00 p.m. 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
488-0066 
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October 30 
WISCONSIN at ILLINOIS 
OHIO STATE at INDIANA 
NORTHWESTERN at IOWA 
MINNESOTA at MICHIGAN 
PURDUE at MICHIGAN STATE 
November 6 
INDIANA at MICHIGAN STATE 
MINNESOTA at NORTHWESTERN 
ILLINOIS at OHIO STATE 
MICHIGAN at PURDUE 
IOWA at WISCONSIN 
November 13 
WISCONSIN at INDIANA 
PURDUE at IOWA 
ILLINOIS at MICHIGAN 
OHIO STATE at MINNESOTA 
MICHIGAN STATE at NORTHWESTERN 
November 20 
NORTHWESTERN at ILLINOIS 
IOWA at MICHIGAN STATE 
MICHIGAN at OHIO STATE 
INDIANA at PURDUE 
MINNESOTA at WISCONSIN 
If it's on 
the house 
Ohio State Roster 
No. Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Class Hometown No . Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Class Hometown 
94 ·Adkins, David LB 214 6-2 Jr. Xenia 87 Jaco, William TE 247 6-5 So. Toledo 
22 • Allegro , Joseph s 176 5-11 Jr. West Pittsburgh, Pa. 33 ·Johnson, Pete FB 247 6-1 Sr. Long Beach, N.Y. 
69 • Andria, Ernest OG 240 6-3 So. Wintersville 48 Johnson, Ricky TB 194 6-0 Fr. Santa Maria, Calif . 
19 Archer, Stewart DB 191 6-0 So. Toledo 49 ·Jones, Herman SE 200 6-3 Jr. Miami , Fla. 
59 • Ayers, Ronald C 234 6-4 Sr. Columbus 98 Kellum, Wendell DT 212 5-8 So. Columbus 
82 Barwig , Ron TE 238 6-8 Fr. Willoughby Hills 51 ·Lang , Mark C 220 6-1 Jr. Cincinnati 
67 ·seaman, Eddie DT 254 6-2 Jr. Cincinnati 92 Laser, Joel OG 232 6-2 So. Akron 
81 ·sell , Farley DE 228 6-4 So. Toledo 5 Laughlin , James FB 208 6-2 Fr. Lyndhurst 
29 Blinco, Thomas LB 225 6-2 Fr. Lewiston , N.Y. 91 Lillie , Robert TE 233 6-3 Jr. Dayton 
55 ·srown, Aaron MG 228 6-2 Jr. Warren 34 ·Logan, Jeff TB 182 5-10 Jr. North Canton 
27 Brown, Richard LB 205 6-2 So. Columbus 64 ·Lukens, William OG 233 6-1 Sr. Cincinnati 
84 · srudzinski, Robert DE 224 6-4 Sr. Fremont 73 Mackie, Douglas OT 250 6-4 Fr. Saugus, Mass. 
3 Budd , David p 172 6-1 Fr. Chester, N.J. 21 ·Midlam, Max DHB 192 5-10 Sr. Marion 
75 ·Buonamici, Nicholas DT 242 6-3 Sr. Brentwood , N.Y. 62 Mills, Edward DT 250 6-7 Fr. Columbus 
76 Burke, Tim OT 252 6-4 So. Wapakoneta 20 ·Mills, Leonard DHB 190 6-3 So. Miami, Fla. 
63 Burris, Scott OT 244 6-3 Fr. Pt. Pleasant, W. Va. 2 Molls, Larry FB 186 6-0 Sr. Parma Heights 
38 Campbell , Pau l FB 218 6-1 Fr. Ravenna 99 'Moore, Jimmy TE 258 6-5 So. Tempe, Arizona 
41 Caruso, Jim DHB 196 6-0 Fr. Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 15 ·Pacenta, James QB 190 6-3 Sr. Akron 
7 Castignola , Greg QB 181 6-2 Fr. Trenton , Mich. 74 'Pietrini , Louis OT 248 6-3 Sr. Milford, Conn. 
71 · c ato , Byron MG 234 6-2 So. Lorain 53 ·Porter, Douglas C 232 6-2 Jr. Youngstown 
93 Coburn , Don MG 195 6-1 Sr. Wickliffe 65 Renard , Barney OG 218 6-3 Sr. Maumee 
36 'Cousineau, Thomas LB 224 6-3 So. Fairview Park 90 Robinson , Joseph TE 255 6-5 So. Paulding 
78 Cox, Garth OT 248 6-4 Jr. Washington Court House 26 • Roche, Thomas DHB 190 6-2 Jr. Staten Island , N.Y. 
88 Cox, Marc SE 192 6-0 Fr. London 16 Ross, Paul LB 224 6-1 So. Fort Valley, Ga. 
96 Cusick , Martin DE 214 6-2 Jr. Lakewood 43 Ruhl , Bruce DHB 187 6-1 Sr. Southfield , Mich. 
32 'Dansler, Kelton DE 205 6-2 So. Warren 10 Saunders, Jeith DHB 185 6-0 Jr. New Brighton, Pa. 
50 Datish , Michael C 235 6-3 Sr. Warren 57 'Savoca, James OG 228 6-2 Jr. Solon 
85 Diefenthaler, Dean DT 255 6-2 Fr. Curtice 68 Sawicki , Tim MG 206 6-0 Fr. Mayfield 
86 'Dixon , Joseph DE 221 6-3 Jr. Trenton , Mich . 37 Schneider, Michael FB 205 6-2 Fr. Cincinnati 
60 Dul in, Gary OT 250 6-5 Fr. Madisonville, Ky. 14 Schwartz, Brian DHB 188 6-1 Fr. Simi Valley, Calif . 
28 Durtschi , Herbert DHB 190 5-9 Jr. Galion 17 Scudder, Al TB 190 5-11 So. Dayton 
89 Ferguson, Bryan SE 172 6-0 Fr. Troy 30 ·simon, Charles LB 222 6-2 Jr. Dublin 
4 Ferrelli , Jeff DHB 181 5-10 Jr. Columbus 1 ·Skladany, Thomas p 192 6-0 Sr. Bethel Park, La . 
56 Fritz , Kenneth MG 232 6-3 Fr. Ironton 23 Springs, Ronald TB 196 6-2 So. Williamsburg , Va. 
8 · Gerald , Roderic QB 173 6-1 So. Dallas, Texas 80 ·storer, Gregory TE 224 6-5 Jr. Cincinnati 
42 Gordon, Lester TB 192 6-1 So. New Rochelle , N.Y. 39 Stover, Andrew DHB 190 6-2 So. Cleveland Heights 
46 ·Griff in, Duncan s 186 5-11 So. Columbus 6 Strahine, Michael QB 186 6-0 Fr. Lakewood 
44 ·Griffin, Raymond s 179 5-9 Jr. Columbus 72 ·Sullivan, Mark DT 245 6-4 So. New Bedford , Mass. 
12 Guess, Michael s 173 5-11 Fr. Columbus 9 ·Thompson, Ed LB 221 6-1 Sr. Waverly 
54 Hall , Davis OG 230 6-3 Fr. Uniontown, Pa. 97 Vogler, Terry DE 207 6-2 So. Covington 
77 Harmon, William OG 242 6-2 Fr. Massillon 52 Vogler, Tim C 232 6-3 So. Covington 
11 'Harrell , James WB 186 5-10 Sr. Curtice 18 Volley, Ricardo WB 210 6-0 Fr. Lynchburg , Va. 
66 ·Harris, Tyrone DT 246 6-3 Jr. Columbus 79 ·ward , Christopher OT 278 6-4 Jr. Dayton 
95 Heilman, Philip DE 218 6-2 Sr. Defiance 58 Waugh , Thomas OG 242 6-1 So. Norwalk 
83 ·Hornik, Joseph DE 219 6-3 So. North Olmsted 25 Wolery, Scott s 170 5-10 Sr. Delphos 
24 Hunter, Charles FB 212 6-2 Fr. Newark, Delaware 13 Wolfe, Chris FB 200 5-10 Sr. Junction City 
35 ·Hyatt, Robert SE 175 5-10 Sr. Lagrange 61 Wymer, Douglas DT 240 6-3 Fr. Findlay 
47 Jackson, Matthew WB 210 6-3 Fr. Fort Valley, Ga. · Denotes Letterman 
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CHOICE OF NAME BRANDS ON MOST ITEMS 
GREAT SELECTION OF SPARK PLUGS, MOTOR OILS, 
WAXES, ADD ITIVES, RAD IOS PLUS ACCESSORIES & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS. COMPARE OUR PRICES ANY-
WHERE. 
INCREDIBLE PRICES ON KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES 
COMPLETE SELECTION OF TOP QUALITY KELLY SPRING-
FIELD TIRES. CHECK OUR LOW, LOW EVERY DAY PRICES. 
PLUS CHECK OUR ADS FOR SPECIAL SALES. 
DO-IT-YOURSELF AND SAVE! 
CHECK INTO OUR " DO-IT-YOUR-
SELF" & SAVE PH ILOSOPHY. WE 
HAVE ALL TH E PARTS & EQUIP-
MENT YOU NEED INCLUDING A 
COMPLETE LINE OF AUTO REPAIR 
MANUALS. 
RAPID ACTION PARTS SERVICE 
IF YOU NEED AN ITEM WE DON 'T 
HAVE IN STOCK, WE'LL LET YOU 
KNOW IF AND WHEN WE CAN GET 
THE PART BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE 
STORE. MOST TIMES YOU'LL HAVE 
IT WITHI N 24 HOU RS. 
Nationwise 
Doit 
yourself 
and save 
HELPFUL TIPS FROM QUALIFIED PERSONNEL 
IF YOU DON'T KNOW OR EVEN IF YOU 'RE AN EXPERIENCED PRO WITH 
A QUESTION, JUST ASK US. AUTOMOTIVES ARE OUR BUSINESS. OUR 
PERSO NNEL TAKE PRIDE IN BEING OF ASSISTANCE TO YOU . 
HIGH PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT 
HUGE SELECTION OF HIGH PER-
FORMANCE PRODUCTS . FAMOUS 
NAMES SUCH AS ACCEL , HOLLEY, 
EDELBROCK, ROCKET, HURST PLUS 
MANY OTHERS. 
ULTRA-LOW PRICES ON ALL NAME 
BRANDS 
IF ITS YOUR FAVORITE BRAND -
CHANCES ARE WE CARRY IT! AC, 
AUTOLITE, CH AMP ION , QUAKER 
STATE, VALVOLINE , KENDALL. 
FRAM, HOLLEY, MONROE, CRAGAR 
. .. ALL THE TOP NAMES. 
NATIONWJSE TIP FOR FALL! 
The cooling system in your car is something that merits your attention. Simple preventive 
maintenance practices and the use of clean 50-50 solutions of ethylene glycol coolant solutions 
both winter and summer will keep your car running as it should, with fewer repairs and re-
placements being required, for many, many thousands of extra, trouble-free miles. 
Check your car's cooling system this way: 
Before the engine is started in the morning and while it is cold, remove the radiator cap and 
look at the coolant in the radiator. Note the level at wh ich you find it. 
If it is low, there is probably a leak in the cooling system somewhere. 
If you still have last winter's antifreeze solution in the radiator, look at it carefully. Is it clean? 
If it is, you may leave it alone until fall's pre-winter servicing. 
If, however, the coolant is dirty, contains rust and visible impurities, do drain the entire cool ing 
system and flush it with a cooling system cleanser. 
Drain and flush out thoroughly any cleanser used prior to refilling the system with the 50 - 50 
mixture of coolant that you have pre-mixed before pouring into the radiator. (If you have any 
left over after topping off the radiator, keep it in storage in a sealed container for future 
make-up of coolant.) 
Before filling the radiator with the coolant, check for faulty hoses by squeezing them and look 
for signs of checking, flaking, breaks, cracks, undue softness or brittleness. 
Replace all faulty hoses. 
REMEMBER THERE ARE 70 NATIONWISE AUTO PARTS STORES TO SERVE YOU THROUGHOUT 
OHIO, INDIANA, N. CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, W. VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY AND FLORIDA. STOP IN ONE 
SOON. 
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George Chaump-Offensive Backfield 
THAT'S RIGHT ... 
COACH'S PROFILE 
George Chaump has been a member of the Ohio 
State staff since March , 1968. He works primarily 
w ith the Buckeye quarterbacks. 
Chaump has a rare understand ing of footbal l. 
He has introduced many ideas to the Buckeye of-
fense . His knowledge and teach ing ab ili ty have 
been the reasons Oh io State has deve loped so 
many top-flight quarterbacks, including Rex Kern 
and Cornel ius Greene. 
Chaump is a native of West Pittston , Pennsyl-
van ia. A graduate of Bloomsburg State in 1958, he 
played center and guard in college. 
He began his coach ing career as an assistant 
coach at William Pen High in Harrisburg for three 
years. In 1961 he was head coach at Shamokin 
High and in 1962 he began a six-year stretch with 
John Harris High in Harrisburg . 
While at Harris High , Chaump 's teams compiled 
a remarkable 58-4 record , w inn ing six stra ight 
Central Pennsylvania titles. 
George and his wife , Constance , have three 
daughters, Lynda, and twins Melissa and Melan ie. 
WE'RE THE FLAG-WAVERS! 
. .. There are a ll ki nd of flag-wavers in thi world 
who wave flag for a ll sorts of reasons . The Ohio 
State Univer ity Alum ni A ocia tion, the official or-
ga nization of graduates and fo rmer tudents of The 
Ohio ta te Unive rsity , ha a membership of some 
72 ,000 trong. We stand behind and support the Scar-
le t and Gray . You ca n, too , in many different ways . 
One wa y, visible to many, is to di splay a Buckeye 
Flag . 
Each flag mea ures 3' x 5', a gray block " O" on each 
side sets on a carlet fie ld , grommet holes on one end 
pe rmit easy attaching , and the durable nylon and 
tackle-twi ll material means it will be fl ying long after 
the game wi th that " other team." 
For each fl ag , a lumni association members hou ld e nd 
$ 12 .00 . For non-members cost is $15 .00. Shipping and tax 
are included in the above prices . Checks should be made 
payable to: Ohio Sta te Alumni Association. Send your order 
to: Ohio Sta te Alumni Association, A lumni House, 2400 
0 /entangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio, 432 10. 
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- ew 1 C ...... evro1et 
A whole new car. A whole new ball game. 
Now thats more like it. . 
..., .. 
\ 
,, 
Ohio State 
OFFENSE 
99 JIMMY MOORE .............. TE 
79 CHRIS WARD .... ............ .. LT 
57 JIM SAVOCA .................. LG 
51 MARK LANG .................... C 
64 BILL LUKENS .................. RG 
74 LOU PIETRINI ................ RT 
49 HERMAN JONES .. ....... ... SE 
8 ROD GERALD ................ QB 
34 JEFF LOGAN .. ................ TB 
11 JIM HARRELL ......... .. ..... WB 
33 PETE JOHNSON .............. FB 
DEFENSE 
84 BOB BRUDZINSKI ..... .... ... LE 
75 NICK BUONAMICI ....... ... LT 
55 AARON BROWN .......... MG 
67 EDDIE BEAMON .............. RT 
32 KELTON DANSLER .......... RE 
36 TOM COUSINEAU .......... LB 
9 ED THOMPSON .............. LB 
26 TOM ROCHE .... ............ HB 
12 MIKE GUESS ....... .... .... .. . HB 
22 JOE ALLEGRO ................ CB 
44 RAY GRIFFIN .......... ..... ..... S 
THE BUCKEYE SQUAD 
1-Skladany, P 
2-Molls, FB 
3-Budd, P 
4-Ferrelli , DHB 
S-Laughlin, FB 
6-Strahine, QB 
7-Castignola, QB 
S-Gerald, QB 
9-Thompson, LB 
I 0-Saunders, DHB 
I I-Harrell, WB 
12-Guess, S 
13-Wolfe, FB 
14-Schwartz, OHS 
IS-Pacenta, QB 
16-Ross, LB 
17-Scudder, TB 
IS-Volley, WB 
19-Archer, DHB 
20-Mills, DHB 
21-Midlam, DHB 
22-Allegro, CB 
23-Springs, TB 
24-Hunter, FB 
2S-Wolery, S 
26-Roche, DHB 
27-Brown, LB 
2S-Durtschi, DHB 
29-Blinco, LB 
30-Simon, LB 
32-Dansler, DE 
33-P. Johnson, FB 
34-Logan, TB 
JS-Hyatt, SE 
36-Cousineau, LB 
37-Schneider, FB 
JS-Campbell, FB 
39-Stover, DHB 
41-Caruso, DHB 
42-Gordon , TB 
43-Ruhl, DHB 
44-R. Griffin , S 
46-D. Griffin , S 
47-Jackson , WB 
4S-R. Johnson , TB 
49-Jones, SE 
SO--Datish , C 
SI-Lang, C 
S2-Vogler, C 
SJ-Porter, C 
S4-Hall, OG 
SS-Brown, MG 
Sb-Fritz, MG 
SJ-Savoca, OG 
SS-Waugh, OG 
S9-Ayers, C 
60--Dulin, OT 
61-Wymer, DT 
62-Mills, DT 
63-Burris, OT 
64-Lukens, OG 
6S-Renard, OG 
66-Harris, DT 
67-Beamon, DT 
6S-Sawicki, MG 
69-Andria , OG 
71-Cato, MG 
72-Sullivan , DT 
73-Mackie, OT 
74-Pietrini, OT 
JS-Buonamici, DT 
76-Burke, OT 
77-Harmon, OG 
7S-Cox, OT 
79-Ward, OT 
SO-Storer, TE 
SI-Bell, DE 
S2-Barwig, TE 
SJ-Hornik, DE 
S4-Brudzinski, DE 
SS- Diefenthaler, DT 
Sb-Dixon, DE 
S7-Jaco, TE 
SS-Cox, SE 
S9-Ferguson, SE 
90--Robinson , TE 
91-Lillie, TE 
92-Laser, O G 
93-Coburn, MG 
94-Adkins, LB 
9S-Heilman, DE 
96-Cusick, DE 
97-Vogler, DE 
9S-Kell um , DT 
99-Moore, TE 
. _::., 
coca Cola and Coke are reg,s1ered 1rade marks which ,den1,1y the same pr0duc1 ol The Coca Cola Comoany 
U. C. L.A. 
OFFENSE 
4 JAMES SARPY ______________ ___ .SE 
70 GUS COPPENS ----------·--- ··LT 
57 KEITH ECK ····-· ·--·---··--·---.LG 
62 M liCH KAHN ···-···-····-·-····-C 
79 GREG TAYLOR ··---------·--· ·RG 
78 ROB KEZIRIAN ···---·----·-···RT 
7 RICK WALKER _ ................. TE 
19 JEFF DANKWORTH ··-··--·QB 
22 WENDELL TYLER ····-··--··-- -LH 
27 THEOTIS BROWN ............ RH 
8 WALLY HENRY -- ---·· ·-··-····FL 
DEFENSE 
59 PETE PELE ·----·-·-·-·············LT 
86 RAYMOND BELL ·- -····-·-· .ILB 
71 BRUCE DAVIS ···-···-········NG 
84 JERRY ROBINSON __ ....... .ILB 
40 MANU TUIASOSOPO ...... RT 
87 RAYMOND BURKS ..... _ .. OLB 
41 FRANK STEPHENS _ ....... OLB 
32 LEVI ARMSTRONG ··· ··-·-·-LC 
2 HAROLD HARDIN -·--- ·-···RC 
21 OSCAR EDWARDS --·-·-·-···-S 
88 PAT SCHMIDT ·- -·····-- --·--··-·-S 
THE BRUIN SQUAD 
I-Reece, FL 
2-Hardin, RC 
3-0 wens, RH 
4-Sarpy, SE 
7-Walker, TE 
8-Henry, FL 
9-Bukich, QB 
I I-Bashore, QB 
14-Molina, S 
19-0 ankworth, Q B 
20-Nichols, FL 
21-Edwards, S 
22-Tyler, LH 
23-Lynn, RC 
2S-Harden, LC 
S4-Titensor, NG 
56-0bbema , NG 
S7-Eck, LG 
SB-Kipnis, OLB 
S9-Pele, OLT 
60-Adkins, RG 
bl-Christiansen, RG 
62-Kahn, C 
~4-Morton, ORT 
6S-Sosnowski, OLT 
66-Williams, RG 
67-0rew, RT 
68-Tennigkeit, OLT 
69-Main, RT 
70-Coppens, LT 
27-Brown, RH 71-0avis, LT 
28-Coulter, S 72-Boyd, C 
30-Baggott, LC 73-Grounds, LG 
31-Lee, LH 74-Clark, LG 
32-Armstrong, LC 76-W ollard, C 
33-Brown, RH 77-Woolley, RT 
35-Ford, RH 78-Kezirian, RT 
36-Pao Pao, O LB 79-Taylor, RG 
37-Thomas, RH 81-Muro, OLB 
39-Hubbard, RC 82-Butler, SE 
40-Tuiasosopo, ORT 84-Robinson, ILB 
4 I-Stephens, O LB BS-Pederson, TE 
42-Walker, OLB 86-Bell, ILB 
43-Corral, PK- P 87-Burks, O LB 
44-Mascola, ILB SB-Schmidt, S 
SO-Simmerman, ORT ~0-Crawford, OLB 
SI-Murphy, ILB 92-Fowler, O LB 
52-Tetrick, NG 94-Brisbin, TE 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
OF OHIO, COLUMBUS, OHIO 

REPRESENTING UCLA 
CHARLES E. YOUNG 
Chancellor 
J. D. MORGAN 
Director of Athletics 
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DR. DOUGLAS HOBBS 
Faculty Representative 
TERRY DONAHUE 
Head Football Coach 
UCLA ROSTER 
No . Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Cl. Hometown No. Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Cl . Hometown 
60 Adkins, Bryce AG 225 6-2 Jr. Columbus, Ohio 31 ·Lee, Kenny LH 193 6-2 Sr. Eagle Rock 
32 • Armstrong, Levi LC 180 6-2 Jr. San Francisco 23 ·Lynn, Johnny RC 185 6-0 So. Pasadena 
30 Baggott, Brian LC 172 6-0 Fr. Fullerton 69 Main, Jim RT 242 6-3 So. Las Alamitos 
11 Bashore, Rick QB 177 6-1 Fr. Fountain Valley 44 Mascola, Lou ILB 214 6-1 So. San Pedro 
86 ·Bell , Raymond ILB 215 6-3 Jr. Berkeley 14 Molina, Mike s 196 6-1 So. Santa Ana 
72 ·Boyd, Brent C 240 6-3 So. LaHabra 64 Morton, Dave ORT 239 6-3 Jr. Fresno 
94 Brisbin, Kent TE 220 6-3 So. San Diego 81· Muro, Jeff ILB 216 6-2 Jr. Santa Maria 
33 ·Brown, James RH 190 6-2 Sr. Vallejo 51 Murphy, Tom ILB 225 5-11 Jr. Vacaville 
27 Brown, Theotis RH 218 6-3 So. Oakland 20 Nichols, Perry FL 192 6-1 Jr. Greensboro, N. C. 
9 ·Bukich, Steve QB 215 6-1 So. Newport Beach 56 Obbema, Rick NG 246 6-4 Fr. Buena Park 
87 ·Burks, Raymond OLB 210 6-3 Sr. Gardena 3 ·owens, James RH 173 5-11 So. Sacramento 
82 Butler, Homer SE 184 6-2 Jr. Los Angeles 36 Pao Pao, Anthony OLB 211 6-0 So. Oceanside 
61 Christiansen, Gregg AG 245 6-5 Fr. Canoga Park 85 ·Pederson, Don TE 234 6-3 Jr. Pleasant Hill 
74 Clark, Tom LG 234 6-6 So. San Jose 59 ·Pele, Pete DLT 244 6-4 Jr. San Jose 
70 ·Coppens, Gus LT 259 6-6 Jr. Fullerton 1 ·Reece, Severn FL 174 6-0 Jr. Wilmington 
43 Carral, Frank PK-P 236 6-1 Jr. Riverside 84 ·Robinson, Jerry ILB 208 6-3 So. Santa Rosa 
28 'Coulter, Michael s 182 6-0 Jr. Texarkana, Ark. 4 ·sarpy, James SE 183 6-1 Jr. Pacoima 
90 ·crawford, Bob OLB 225 6-4 Sr. Sylmar 88 ·Schmidt, Pat s 181 6-2 Jr. Torrance 
19 ·oankworth, Jeff QB 200 6-0 Sr. Reno, Nevada 50 Simmerman, Jim ORT 239 6-4 Jr. Clovis 
71 ·oavis, Bruce LT 250 6-6 So. Marbury, Md. 65 Sosnowski , Steve DLT 255 6-6 Fr. Salinas 
67 Drew, Tim RT 266 6-6 Jr. Orange Grove 41 ·Stephens, Frank OLB 193 6-2 Jr. San Diego 
57 ·Eck, Keith LG 230 6-4 Sr. Newport Beach 79 ·Taylor, Greg AG 228 6-3 Sr. Whittier 
21 ·Edwards, Oscar s 186 6-0 Sr. Riverside 68 ·Tennigkeit, Tim ORT 239 6-4 Sr. Long Beach 
35 Ford, Fred RH 189 5-11 Fr. Los Angeles 52 ·Tetrick, Steve NG 214 5-11 Jr. North ridge 
92 ·Fowler, John SE 184 6-2 Jr. Los Angeles 37 ·Thomas, Jewerl RH 222 5-10 So. Hanford 
73 Grounds, Randy LG 245 6-5 Jr. El Segundo 54 Titensor, Glen NG 230 6-3 Fr. Westminster 
25 ·Harden, Wilbur LC 178 6-1 Sr. Las Cruces, N.M. 40 ·Tuiasosopo, Manu ORT 240 6-3 So. Long Beach 
2 ·Hardin, Harold RC 175 6-0 Sr. Oakland 22 ·Tyler, Wendell LH 190 5-10 Sr. Los Angeles 
8 ·Henry, Wally FL 169 5-9 Sr. San Diego 42 Walker, Ken OLB 207 6-2 So. Burbank 
39 Hubbard, Phil RC 178 6-2 Fr. Carson 7 ·walker, Rick TE 220 6-4 Sr. Santa Ana 
62 ·Kahn, Mitch C 222 6-3 Sr. La Palma 66 ·Williams, Jim AG 242 6-3 Sr. Canoga Park 
78 ·Kezirian, Rob RT 240 6-4 Sr. Fresno 76 Wollard , Ron C 232 6-2 So. Burbank 
58 Kipnis, Howard OLB 184 5-11 So. San Diego 77 Wooley, Don RT 255 6-4 So. San Leandro 
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After four 
tough quarters, 
enioy sixteen 
tender ounces. 
It's a pound of prime. 
New York strip steak cut by hand, 
charcoal-broiled to perfection. 
We'll go to any degree 
to please. 
Near the Colony Bazaar · 4540 Kenny Road · Phone 459-1414 
Open ll:30A.M .to 2:00A.M. 
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~. qo,lke.__~ qf/,eat~, INC. 
Serving Restaurants, Clubs, Institutions 
U.S. CHOICE AND PRIME BEEF 
CURED AND COOKED MEATS 
FROM OUR OWN SAUSAGE KITCHEN 
175 E. Rich Street 
Columbus, Ohio 
224-7257 
THE 
~at, 'Brink, 
and be fflcrr~ HISS STAMP 
For over 40 ve,1rc., CRA DVIEW I 1 has 
been o ne o f Ameri c,i 's fine t re t,1Urants 
... . . Like fi ne wine , the I ha s been 
perfec ted by ,1 ge . Yo u ' ll like the d e li -
c io us ly pre p.ired food at moderate prices. 
Priv,1te p,irt y rno m 5 <1v<1ilable . 
Before <1nd after the gc1n,e, meet yo ur 
friend ~ ,11 ..... 
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COMPANY 
GEORGE W . RITCHEY, President 
and General Manager 
RUBBER, BRASS AND STEEL 
MARKING ·DEVICES 
BRONZE TABLETS 
NUMBERING MACHINES 
195 EAST LONG STREET 
COLUMBUS, OH 10 
A BRUIN TO WATCH TODAY-
AND FOR ENTIRE '76 SEASON 
By MARC DELLINS 
UCLA Athletic News Bureau 
When the UCLA Bruins take the field th is afternoon against the Ohio 
State Buckeyes , halfback Wendell Tyler will continue his quest to follow 
OSU 's Archie Griffin as the Heisman Trophy winner. What better stadium 
for a good performance than the one in which the graduated Griffin had 
some of his greatest games? 
Tyler, who· wrote h"is name in the UCLA record book with 1,388 yards 
rushing in 1975, will be looking to duplicate his last effort against the 
Buckeyes . In the 1976 Rose Bowl , the talented senior gained 172 yards on 
21 carries and iced the Bruin victory with a 54-yard touchdown run. 
He entered this season with 2,178 career yards rushing to rank second 
on the all-time UCLA list. He needed just 318 yards to pass Kermit 
Johnson (1971-73) as the school 's top rusher in history and that moment 
could come this afternoon (if he has not yet passed Johnson). 
If this afternoon 's game is televised by ABC, it will be another plus for 
Tyler. Last season he averaged 126.8 yards per game for contests which 
were shown either regionally or nationally-10 more than his overall sea-
son average. 
It was a great season for Tyler, especially when you consider he started 
only 10 of UCLA's 12 games. He earned a starting berth by smashing 
Tennessee with 129 yards on just 10 carries-the first of eight times he 
would gain over 100 yards in a game . 
In fact , he picked up 125 or more yards in seven of those games. His 
high for the year, and his career, came against the Stanford Cardinals. 
Despite suffering a cracked wrist which would bother him for the remain-
der of the season , Tyler came with in three yards of the school record by 
gaining 180 of them on 24 carries- also his high for the year. 
Coupling that effort with his Rose Bowl performance, Tyler became only 
the second back since 1942 to have two 170 yard-plus games to his credit. 
He also became the first back to have more than three 140 yard-plus 
games in a single season (he had four). 
Tyler was at his best down the stretch in 1975. When the Bruins were 
driving for the Pacific-8 title and the Rose Bowl championship , the senior 
running back was playing super ball. In those final four games, Tyler aver-
aged 133 yards per contest and 7 .3 yards per carry . Couple that with his 
television averages of 126.8 and 8.5 and it 's easy to see that Wendell is at 
his best when it counts . 
While averaging 6.3 yards per carry for his entire career, Tyler has 
shown a tendency to more than double his effort of the previous season . 
As a freshman , he ran for 246 yards and more than doubled that (544) as 
a sophomore. Last year , he again more than doubled his previous total. 
Over the course of 1975, he faced players who were to later be named 
1975 All-Americans four times and won three of the duels . 
Only OSU 's Griffin bested Tyler, 160-76, in their first meeting but Tyler 
won the Rose Bowl rematch , 172-93. He also fared better in his head-to-
head battles with California's Chuck Muncie (143-126) and USC's Ricky 
Bell (137 yards on 36 carries for Bell , 130 yards on just 17 carries for 
Tyler). 
Tyler's talents have not gone unnoticed . He earned All-America honora-
ble mention honors as well as second team berths on both AP and UPI 
All-Coast units. And the media has noticed Tyler as well . 
One scribe, in a pre-season analysis , wrote that " If all the Bruin OB 's 
had to do was hand off the ball to him , the team might go 11-0 ... 
Donahue won 't change the offensive strategy. He'll continue to run the 
Veer. But with Tyler, why change?" 
Al though he finished 16th in the nation in rushing and ranks 10th among 
1976 returnees (based on regular season only) , only Pittsburgh 's Tony 
Dorsett averaged more yards per carry (among qualifiers) than Tyler-6.8 
to 6.5. That's based on yards per game . On straight yardage, only four 
returnees can claim spots ahead of Tyler. 
Wendell Tyler has come a long way since that game against Tennessee 
and UCLA supporters are hoping he will go a lot farther this seaso·n-all 
the way to the Downtown Athletic Club in New York City. He can make a lot 
of progress th is afternoon in the former home of one of the best runners in 
collegiate history. 
Thia picture of UCLA'• new head football coach (Terry Donahue) and 
tha Bruins' super senior running back (Wendell Tyler) 11 spotlighted on 
the cover of the Bruins' 1976 grtd guide. (Inadvertently, he's wearing 
Jersey No. 23. Today he'll be sporting his regular No. 22.) 
Wendell Tyler kept busy this summer by serving as a counselor for the 
NCAA-sponsored National Youth Sports Program at UCLA. Here he's 
running "high" with a group of youngsters on the campus track. 
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60 BRYCE ADKINS Offensive Guard 
68 Tim Tennigkeit Defensive Tackle 
22 WENDELL TYLER Offensive Hallback 
36 ANTHONY PAO PAO Linebacker 
42 KEN WALKER Linebacker 
41 FRANK STEPHENS Linebacker 
4 JAMES SARPY Spllt End 
3 JAMES OWENS Offensive Hallback 
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76 RON WOLLARD Center 52 STEVE TETRICK Middle Guard 
The 
Bruins 
44 LOU MASCOLA Linebacker 
• 78 ROB KEZIRIAN Offensive Tackle 
92 JOHN FOWLER Linebacker 
19 JEFF DANKWORTH Quarterback 
64 DAVE MORTON Defensive Tackle 
14 MICHAEL MOLINA Safety 
21 OSCAR EDWARDS Safety 
28 MIKE COULTER Safety 
39 
,. 
69 JIM MAIN Offensive Tackle 23 JOHN LYNN Safety 
8 WALLY HENRY Flanker 25 WILBUR HARDEN Defensive Hallback 
57 KEITH ECK Offensive Guard 71 BRUCE DAVIS Defensive Tackle 
43 FRANK CORRAL Kicker 2 HAROLD HARDIN Defensive Halfback 
Muscles alone 
aren't enough. 
Even the toughest pro needs protection. Shoulder pads, 
hip pads, helmet-with these, a player can give the game 
al l he's got, without fear of inju ry. 
Life is much the same. Good health is important, but to 
get the most out of life, you need protection, too. That's 
where li fe insurance comes in. It can give you the security 
of knowing that your family will be protected, if you die. 
And, it can provide a reserve of funds for emergencies, 
education, retirement. To find out more about life insur-
ance, call your Agent from The Equ itable, today. 
THE JACKSON AGENCY 
180 EAST BROAD STREET, SUITE 1000 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 
PHONE: (614) 224-5221 
Christopher M. Jackson, CLU 
Agency Manager 
The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, New York, N.Y. 
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UCLA FOOTBALL COACHING STAFF 
I 
Sitting, from left, Dick Tomey, head coach Terry Donahue and Don Riley. Standing, from left, Jed 
Hughes, Frank Gansz, Bill McPherson, Rich Brooks, Dwain Painter and Billie Matthews. 
Tailgating is fun in the 
parking lot 
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' 100 % FRESHLY GROUND CHUCK HAMBURGERS 11 /iij/ 
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SPORTS COUNTDOWN POSTER ;1j, 
FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF EACH f 
14 INCH GIANT HOAGIE SANDWICH ~ 
~i 
Don·t forget our make ,your -own Sala~~.J 
PATIO FRENCH MARK ET CAMPUS 
1466 Morse Rd . 6072 Busch Blvd. 12 E. 15th Ave. 
888-1887 888-1888 299-1871 
GO BUCKS!! 
GO BUCKS 
FOR ALL YOU BUCKEYE FANS 
STOP IN BEFORE AND AFTER THE 
GAME, WE ARE A LANDMARK 
ON THE SOUTH END OF CAMPUS 
AT 1573 N. HIGH 
COLD DRAFT BEER - 8 VARIETIES 
HOT SUBS - PIZZA - SANDWICHES 
LIQUOR 
SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR OTHER LOCATIONS 
CALL AHEAD FOR ORDER AT 421-1436 
Looking for a cozy out-of-the-way 
place you can take her for an even-
ing of good food, good drink , and 
good company? The Black Horse Inn 
is definitely out of the way; it took 
some of our customers months to 
find us. But the food alone makes 
the search worthwhile. You'll find a 
complete menu of the finest 
sandwiches, char-broiled meats, and 
the best barbecue ribs in town. 
There's a full 1 % ounce of your favo-
rite in each drink, and the friendly 
Olde English Pub atmosphere 
makes everybody good company. 
Take her to the Black Horse and 
enjoy each other. 
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1420 Presidential Dr. 
On Towne Square 
in Northwest Gardens 
488-7331 
Miller ready to go 
Buckeye Cagers Open Practice Oct. 15 
The 1976 football season is just 
four weeks old , but as far as Eldon 
Miller is concerned , it's time to start 
thinking basketball. 
Actually , Miller, named this past 
March as the ninth head basketball 
coach in Oh io State 's 76-year cage 
history, is always thinking in terms 
of roundball. It 's just that practice is 
right around the corner now and the 
37-year old mentor is anxious to get 
started. 
" We need to get out on the floor 
and see what we can do in game 
situations," says Miller, who for the 
past six years was head coach at 
Western Michigan . " And besides , 
practice is fun. If it 's not, then bas-
ketball won 't be fun . 
" We ' ll spend a lot of time early 
working on fundamentals and 
evaluating people . I have to learn 
our strengths and weaknesses and I 
need to get an evaluation of our 
players and what they can do," the 
new coach concluded . 
Miller will begin his evaluation 
Oct. 15 when eight returning letter-
men, four of which were starters a 
year ago , assemble in St. John 
Arena for the opening practice ses-
sion. From that time , the Buckeyes 
have just six weeks until they open 
their season Nov. 27 against Butler, 
the first of 13 home games on this 
year 's schedule. 
Miller plans to emphasize condi-
tioning in the early going . 
" Conditioning is very important in 
Mike Daugherty 
Eldon MIiier 
our scheme of thinking ," he notes. 
" We plan to run as much as possible 
on offense and play aggressive 
man-to-man defense. To do those 
two things, you have to be in shape. 
" We don 't want to lose any ball 
games because we aren 't ready to 
play physically." 
Miller will employ a point-guard 
offense with two wing men and a 
double pivot. That's the attack that 
was so successful at Western Michi-
gan last year when the Broncos 
posted a 25-3 record and won their 
first ever Mid-American Conference 
title . 
" I've used a point guard attack 
throughout my coaching career and 
always had good success with it, " 
notes Miller, who coached eight 
years at Wittenberg , compiling a 
142-55 record , before moving to 
Western. " But the way we line up is 
not nearly as important as what we 
do once we take the f!oor. " 
Miller sees basketball as an un-
complicated game. 
" Basically it 's a simple game, " the 
Gnaddenhutten , 0 . native states . 
" you have to get the ball as close to 
the basket as you can and you have 
to rebound . Those are the keys." 
Miller's list of returnees includes 
6-0 senior Larry Bolden and 6-3 
junior Jud Wood at guards and 6-5 
sophomore Fred Poole and 6-3 
senior Mike Daugherty at forwards . 
Bolden, a four-year starter, was in-
43 
jured much of last season but still 
wound up with a 14.3 scoring aver-
age, second only to now graduated 
Craig Taylor. Wood , meanwhile , av-
eraged 10.3 po ints an outing and 
also handed out a team high 88 as-
sists. 
Poole, who started 25 of the Buck-
eyes ' 26 games last year, wound up 
his freshman year scoring at an 11 .0 
clip , with Daugherty toss ing in 9.3 
points a game. 
The remaining lettermen are 6-7 
senior Clance Hammond (3.1), 6-7 
junior Terry Burris (3 .2), and 6-4 
soph Mike Cl ine (7.2) at forwards 
and 6-6 sophomore Rick Smith (2.8) 
at center. All four saw extensive ac-
tion last year. 
Miller also has the three talented 
freshmen that will be of immediate 
value : 6-9 Mark Hetz, a rugged 240 
pounder from Defiance ; 6-2 Kelvin 
Ransey, a consensus all-Oh io player 
last season at Toledo Macomber 
where he averaged 19.8 points a 
game ; and 6-8 all-Michigan forward 
Jim Ellinghausen , a 29.8 scorer last 
year at Salem High in Plymouth , 
Mich . 
" We have some good people," 
evaluates Miller. " We expect our 
upperclassmen to provide the lead-
ership that wil l help us jell into a 
good basketball team . 
" Our goal this year is to play the 
best basketball we possibly can 
every minute that we are on the 
floor. That's a good starting point. " 
Larry Bolden 
62 MITCH KAHN Center 
30 BRIAN BAGGOTI Defensive Hallback 
66 JIM WILLIAMS Offensive Guard 
77 DON WOOLLEY Offensive Tackle 
8 5 DON PEDERSON Tight End 
88 PAT SCHMIDT Safety 
7 RICK WALKER Tight End 
70 GUS COPPENS Offensive Tackle 
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84 JERRY ROBINSON Linebacker 1 SEVERN REECE Aanker 
The 
Bruins 
59 PETE PELE Defensive Tackle 
27 THEOTIS BROWN Offensive Back 
73 RANDY GROUNDS Offensive Guard 
79 
I 
GREG TAYLOR 
Offensive Guard 
82 HOMER BUTLER Split End 
9 STEVE BUKICH Quarterback 
86 RAYMOND BELL Linebacker 
40 MANU TUIASOSOPO Defensive Tackle 
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87 RAYMOND BURKS Linebacker 
33 JAMES BROWN Offensive Halfback 
32 LEVI ARMSTRONG Defensive Halfback 
37 JEWERL THOMAS Offensive Halfback 
Celebrate Today's Victory At 
Columbus' Most Exciting Nightspot ... 
An Entertainment Utility 
-- ~ an a«di4-~ ~~ that miua ~ft£<¥de.-
~m«4a, ~ - ad {i«e ~ 365 ~affUVtl 
LAN( AV 
osu 
LOC A TED IN 
GREAT WESTERN, 
SHOPPING CENTER 
AT 68 N . WILSON RD . 
(Just m inutes f rom OSU) 
276-0109 
come plug yourself in ! 
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WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM OUR FRIENDS 
YOU CAN RELIVE TODAY' S GAME 
ON WO SU-TV 10:00p.m . Channel 34 
AND seven days a week ... Ohio State Broadcasting 
serves up wonderful radio and TV broadcasts .......... . 
NEWS '76/'77 
Great Classical Music 
Sesame Street 
Wall $treet Week 
Do\Nn M emory Lane 
Masterpiece Theatre 
National Geographic Specials 
YOU can join this great group of FRIENDS 
Call Merv Durea 421- 2540 for the story . 
It ' s easy! It' s re\Narding! 
OHIO STATE BROADCASTING 
WOSU-TV 
CHANNEL~ 
Ohio State's Big Eight 
Teaching Excellence: 
The University's $1 ,000 Alumni Awards for Distinguished 
Teaching , sponsored by the Alumni Association and the De-
velopment Fund, recognize and give evidence of the impor-
tance placed on superior teaching at Ohio State and provide 
encouragement and incentive for teaching achievement. A 
committee of four students , five faculty members and one 
alumna selected this year's eight winners based on student, 
faculty and alumni nominations. Two of the University's 1976 
Distinguished Teachers are profiled here. 
A Buckeye Tradition 
Robert H. Bremner 
David O. Frantz 
It took Robert H. Bremner, profes-
sor of history, one year of law school 
to discover he really wanted to be a 
teacher. 
" I think I've always preferred his-
tory to any other subject . When I de-
cided I would prefer to have a career in 
teaching , I took my M.A. and Ph .D. 
(both at Ohio State), " he says. 
Although he went straight from his 
Ph .D. to a position overseas as a civil-
ian personnel specialist in the U.S. 
War Department, by 1946 Bremner 
was back at the University doing what 
he wanted to do - teaching history. 
" I like young people ," says 
Bremner, who is one year short of 60. 
" One of the ch ief satisfactions of 
teaching is that you are around young 
people all of the time. " 
He says he is " very pleased and flat-
tered " that his young people appar-
ently like him , too , but he adds that in 
the classroom, " I don 't set out to 
make friends ." 
The Distinguished Teaching Award 
" is the highest honor I think that I 
could receive . It stems from the desire 
of students to say you have done well 
in what you have chosen for your life 's 
work ," says David 0. Frantz , associate 
professor of English . 
And more than anything else he 
does in the classroom , Frantz wants to 
make his students talk back to him . 
" I want all of my classes to be dis-
cussions ," he says . " But students 
must overcome a sense of fear . They 
want to sit back, want to be lectured 
to ." 
A faculty member since 1968 , 
Frantz teaches mostly Renaissance lit-
erature courses . His introduction to 
Shakespeare course draws the most 
non-English majors . There , " If they 
come away feeling ' I want to read 
Shakespeare again ,' I feel I've ac-
complished something in that course 
at that level ," Frantz says. " I never try 
to show students how Shakespeare is 
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" What I try to do is awaken their 
interest in the subject and show its re-
lation to contemporary problems ," he 
says . " I try to be aware of, and to help 
the students realize , the emotionally 
moving aspects of history. " 
Bremner teaches two courses in 
American social thought , one from the 
Civil War to 1919 and one from 1919 
to the present. 
" I try to get people into history," he 
says . " Social thought is what people 
have written, said , and thought about 
social problems of their time. It is not 
something that operates in the 
abstract . And I like discussion , but I 
don 't really care for argument. In a 
class , I try to promote quiet , reflective 
consideration .'· 
Bremner received his B.A. from 
Baldwin-Wallace College . He is a 
former president of the Ohio Academy 
of History and has written several 
textbooks . His most recent work is a 
documentary history of children and 
youth in America . 
relevant for today . I show them 
Shakespeare in the Renaissance . If I 
can show them how that world was 
different, it puts more perspective on 
their own situation ." 
Frantz praises his students , say-
ing , " Most of the students here are 
good . The best are as good as the best 
anywhere ." But he adds that, " I think 
we have to demand of them that they 
be the best ." He grades with that in 
mind , offering no " easy rides ." 
" I lose a lot of students early in the 
quarter when I tell them that A really is 
excellent, B is good and C is average ," 
he says. " It's important for them to 
understand that. It's absurd to pretend 
grades don 't exist - they 're important 
to the student. " 
Frantz graduated from Princeton in 
1964 with election to Phi Beta Kappa . 
He received his master's degree from 
the University of Michigan and his 
Ph.D . from the University of Pennsyl-
vania. 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
((Stadium Favorites" 
FORMATIONS 
PREGAME: Traditional Ramp Entrance 
Flag Raising 
UCLA 
Dance Drill 
United Way Logo 
osu 
HALFTIME: Fanfare 
Arc Entrance 
Line Drill 
Double Concert 
Dance Step 
Script Ohio 
and MUSIC 
"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
"Star-Spangled Banner" 
"Sons of Westwood" 
"The Boogie" 
"Little by Little" 
"Across the Field" 
"OSU Antiphonal Fanfare" 
"I Wanna Go Back" 
"Osumblues" 
"The Big Band Sound of Fight the Team" 
"Hang On Sloopy" 
"Across the Field" 
"Le Regiment" 
"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
Chimes and "Carmen Ohio" 
The newest recording by The Ohio State University Marching Band, "Stars, Stripes, 'n Brass," contains 
all of the school songs plus a selection of patriotic mJ1sic. Records may be purchased at the Ohio Staters 
booths after the game or directly from the band; 1899 North College Road, Columbus , Ohio, 43210. Cost is 
$6.00 per record, $7.00 for stereo cassette, and $7.00 for 8-track tape, plus 50c for mailing. 
STAFF OF THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
Director ...... ... .. ... .... .. ... ...... .... Paul Droste 
Associate Director ... .. .... ...... Jon Woods 
Assis tant Director ..... ... ... .... . Willie Sullivan 
Graduate Assistant .... ... ....... Jeffrey Keller 
Drum Major .... .... ... .... ...... ..... Douglas Secrist 
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Secretary ............. .. .. ... ... .. ...... Karen Crockett 
Manager ..... ... ....... ...... .. ... ...... Craig Hammon 
Announcer ..... ..... ....... ...... .. ... Edward Montgomery 
Music Arrangers .... ... ... ... .. .. .. Richard Heine 
John Tatgenhorst Edward Montgomery 
James Swearingen 
c.Jlre.sutti' 
for Memorable 
DAYS. 
_,b · ~ 
/ 
f 
for Memorable 
NIGHTS. 
Dinne .. and O .. inks . 
Our famous Italian 
Cuisine and lobster tails , 
strip steak, broiled 
shrimp, pork chops . After 
dinner, visit our new Gar-
den of Eden Lounge for 
healthy spirits and relax-
ing entertainment. 
MINUTES AWAY 
FROM O.S.U.! 
Brunch & Bus Special. 
Call for reservations and get 
a delectable Brunch for one 
low price , followed by a ride 
to and from the game with 
fellow fans. Bus riders stay-
ing for dinner will be eligible 
for a special surprise. Our 
11 :00 a.m. Brunch includes: 
fruit compote , juices, Danish 
pastry, eggs, tomatoes, ba-
con , country style sausage, 
beef hash , puddings, fried 
potatoes, ham , creamed 
chicken , creamed chipped 
beef. Call Before The 
Ne-'-1 Game For l{eserv a -
tions: 488-0795. 
l l,1 Presutt i 's Villa Ristorante 
. 1692 W. 5th Ave., 
- ~,:;\ Columbus, Ohio 43212 
tr'l'IJt '. Phone : 488-0795 
C<J, ~
~~- ~.u___""" -..--~:.--" 
Free Parking BankAmericard Master Charge 
OFFICIAL 1976 OHIO STATE 
PRESS GUIDE FOR SALE 
WANT TO KNOW EVERYTHING THERE IS TO 
KNOW ABOUT OHIO STATE FOOTBALL? 
THEN BUY THE 1976 OFFICIAL PRESS 
GUIDE AND LEARN THE ANSWERS! 
IT'S THE FACT FINDER! 
Send $3.00 to: Press Guide, Room 237 St. John Arena , 
410 W. Woodruff, Columbus, 0 . 43210 
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American Express 
OHIO STATE 
FOOTBALL 
1976 
OFFICIAL PRESS GUIDE 
"Wegiveyour 
mouth more reasons 
to cheer. 
N~ 
'1 
These candies are on sale in the stadium now. 
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Touchdown or 
Field Goal 
\ 
Illegally Passing 
or Handling Ball 
Forward 
Loss of Down 
Illegal Shift 
Ineligible Receiver 
Down Field on Pass 
Code of Officials Signals 
Helping the Runner, 
or Interlocked 
Interference 
,/ :' ' 
.:,.-1.f 
Ball Ready for Play 
Grasping 
Face Mask Delay of Game 
Ball Dead; If Hand 
is Moved from Side 
Roughing the Kicker to Side : Touchback 
Incomplete Forward Pass, 
Penalty Declined, Touching a Forward 
1, 
~ 
No Play, or No Score 'Pass or Scrimmage Kick Safety Non-contact Fouls 
Substi tution 
Infractions 
( 
Player Disqualified 
Ball Illegally Touched, 
Kicked, or Batted 
Clipping 
Illegal use of 
Hands and Arms 
Time out; eferee's 
Discretionary or Excess 
Time Out followed with 
tapping hands on chest. 
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II~~.\ 
~ \ / 
'I 
'I 
'' 
' '. 
Illegal Procedure Blocking Below 
or Position the Waist 
Illegal Motion Personal Foul 
Forward Pass or 
Kick Catching 
Interference 
. ' : , 
-'(/ Start the Clock 
'\ 
Offside (Infraction 
of scrimmage or 
free kick format ion) 
First Down 
Intentional 
Groun'ding 
ACROSS THE FIELD 
Fight that team across the field, 
Show them Ohio's here, 
Set the earth reverberating with a 
mighty cheer 
Rah! Rah! Rah! 
Hit them hard and see how they fall; 
Never let that team get the ball, 
Hail! Hail! the gang's all here, 
So let's win that old conference now. 
CARMEN OHIO 
Oh! Come let's sing Ohio's praise, 
And songs to Alma Mater raise; 
While our hearts rebounding thrill, 
With joy which death alone can still. 
Summer's heat or Winter's cold, 
The seasons pass, the yeaFs will roll; 
Time and change will surely show 
How firm thy friendship 0-hi-o. 
BUCKEYE BATTLE CRY 
In old Ohio there's a team, 
That's known thru-out the land; 
Eleven warriors, brave and bold, 
Whose fame will ever stand, 
And when the ball goes over, 
Our cheers will reach the sky, 
Ohio Field will hear again 
The Buckeye Battle Cry - . 
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Drive! Drive on down the field, 
Men of the scarlet and gray; 
Don't let them thru that I ine, 
We have to win this game today, 
Come on, Ohio! 
Smash thru to victory 
We cheer you as we go: 
Our honor defend 
So we' II fight to the end for O Hi o. 
Put the Un in Fun with ... 
The UN And Only Is Available During the Game 
at the Nearest Concession Stand 
One of the Many Products Bottled and Marketed by Beverage Management Inc. 
WE'RE CLOSE BY WITH THREE LOCATIONS 
/\f\ AKERMAN & f Mc§oni~·s OLENTANGY 
LAN E AVE. 
b nosu i STADIUM /\f\ N. HIGH ST. f Mc§onc;~·s AT 19thAVE. uJ 
_J 
0 
/\f\ STUDENT UNION f Mc§oni~·s LOWER LEVEL 
AtMcDonal,ds; wedoitall forYou 
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Energy Conservation: At OSU, It's Working 
Ohio State University's energy conservation efforts have 
saved nearly $2.4 million for the year that ended June 30 . 
Calling the results nothing less than " spectacular," Dal-
las Sullivan , University energy conservation director , said 
the University's utility bills over the year would have 
reached $9.1 million without full-scale conservation . 
Sullivan cited personal conservation and better manage-
ment of the University's utility plant as factors , coupled with 
scheduling of night and weekend classes in buildings where 
heating , cooling and lighting systems must operate around 
the clock . 
"That allows systems in other buildings not in use to be 
shut down or converted to partial operation ," he said . 
The campus conservation program was designed and im-
plemented by Sullivan 's energy conservation division in the 
Office of Physical Facilities and the University 's mechanical 
engineering department. 
Together they developed an elaborate energy monitoring 
procedure " to find out how much energy was being used in 
what ways and for what purposes . Things such as how 
many lights were on and uses of energy for heating , cooling 
and to operate motors on fans and pumps. Once that was 
done, then the task was to figure out how to cut back," 
Sullivan said . 
Illustrative of the results of those efforts , Sullivan said , 
are the final year-end figures for seven campus buildings 
targeted early in the energy conservation campaign as 
" high-energy" buildings . Sullivan said the high-energy des-
ignation meant they were " built within the last 10 to 12 
years , had excessive or saturation lighting and continuously 
operating heating and cooling systems ." 
Modification plans for those seven buildings began with a 
shift from saturation to task lighting , heavy lighting in only 
those areas in which work was to be done , with reduced 
lighting elsewhere. Sullivan said such changes in lighting 
cut back both on electricity consumption for lighting and on 
the amount of energy needed to run circulation fans be-
cause of the drop in heat. In addition , Sullivan said , heating 
and cooling systems within each building were modified . 
"The problem is that most of the newer buildings were 
built during the years in which energy was considered to be 
plentiful. They were outfitted with systems that continuously 
circulated huge quantities of hot and cold air to maintain 
constant temperatures . Those systems were modified to 
allow for either shut down or partial operation ," said Sulli-
van , " because 60 to 70 per cent of the energy use in them 
was expended on heating and cooling , and many of those 
Dallas Sullivan, left, and Thomas B. Smith, associate vice president for 
physical facilities, watch a video display of heating and air condition-
Ing operations for bulldlngs on computer control. Engineer James 
Flreovld operates the keyboard In the control room. 
buildings are empty one-third of each day." 
The budgeted cost of modifying those seven buildings 
was about $230,000. Cost of utilities prior to modification 
based on current rates would have been $901 ,443 . Actual 
cost of utilities from July 1, 1975, through June 30 , 1976, 
was $473 ,039 , representing a savings for one year of 
$428 ,404 and a 47.5 per cent reduction in energy use . 
Funding already has been approved for the modification 
of seven more high energy buildings, and bids are soon to 
be asked for on modifying still another eight to 12, Sullivan 
said . 
One extra step Ohio State took to lower levels of energy con-
sumption was to remove 70,000 overhead lights from fixture, 
around the campus. That move alone saved the University 
$250,000. And as a result of that, the cooling systems which 
had been operating to offset the heat from the lights were used 
considerably less, bringing another savings of $100,000. 
RESOURCES 
Stickers such a, the one at left can be seen all over the cam-
pus, In hallways, claHroom,, offices and even restroom,. Dis-
tributed by the Office of Phyelcal Facllltles, the stickers are at-
tached to walls above light switches to help people remember 
to turn off llghte when a room 1, not In use. A simple step like 
that, plus lowering of thermostat, to save on heating, has 
helped to account for about 1 O per cent of the University's 
energy savings thle year. 
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I-OhioStat~niversit~ie~7.50pe7fie~~~$14.00-I 
Mail to : Plus 50¢ Shipping & Handling 
Saville Row I enclose my checl< or money order 
2020 Brice Road payable to "Saville Row". 
Reynoldsburg , Ohio 43068 
Quon. Item Price 
Ohio Stole University Tie "A" 
Ohio Slate University Tie "B" 
Total 
Ohio Stole Residents odd 4% Soles Tax 
Plus Shipping & Handling .50 
Total 
Please charge to my: a American Express a Moster Charge a BankAmerica rd 
Account # 
Signature 
Nome 
Address 
Expires 
City, State 
L---------------------- - -
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Year ~ llt,lsh .... 
1944 th ... . ... . , 1168 ~24 344 
1945 • . . .. . . . . . 936 936 0 
1946 Jos isler .• ..... 544 544 0 
1911 Ollie C t ~ ..... ~ .. ~. 347 947 0 
1948 '-ph lt,J$1er . . ~79 a 0 19~ ~l~Kralfi ..... .. ~~ 1950 V or Jer,owicz . , . 5 3I4 
1951 Anthon~ CurcillGf ..... . 226 ~ 
1952 John Bo'rton . ~ .. , ... .,, 1912' -43 15SS 
1953 Robert Watkins •• ... . . 875 875 0 
1954 William Leggett ....... 945 303 643 
1955 Howard Cassady ...... 997 958 39 
1956 Don Clark . .. ... ...... 885 797 88 
1957 Don Clark .. .. ... .. .. . 788 737 51 
1958 Loren White . . .. ...... 859 ffl 0 218 
1959 Thomas Matte .. . ..... t }l 439 143 
1960 Thomas Matte .. ... ... 68 737 256 
1961 Bob Ferguson . . . . . . . • . 9 938 0 202 
1962 David Francis .... ., ...• 624 624 0 119 
1963 Don Unverf erth •... ... 626 40 586 164 
1964 Don "'nverferth .. , .. , . ~ -47 871 217 
1965 Coo Unverferth ....... 94$ -116 1061 229 
1966 Bill toftg . . .. .. . .. .. . . 1213 33 1180 288 
1967 Bill t".:./"-• • . , .. . . ....... ' 622 59 563 157 
1968 Rex .· ..... . . . . .. . 1506 53C 972 262 
1969 Rex f<erri . ..... . . . .. . . 1585 583 1002 244 
1970 John Brockington ..... 1142 1142 0 261 
1971 Don Lamka . . . . . . . . . . . 1026 308 • 718 214 
1972 Greg Hare . . . . . . . . . . . . 1180 265 815 198 
1973 Archie Griffin . . . . . . . . . 1577 1577 0 247 
1974 Cornelius Greene ... . . 1781 842 939 353 
1975 Cornelius Greene . . . . . 1584 518 1066 257 
1394 King Ave. YOU ALWAYS WIN 488-8-7790 
with 
and I Vynate.t?j23! 
Black Red--Green--Gray 
THE ULTIMATE IN SEAL COATING PROTECTION 
For Asphalt and Concrete Drives, Parking Lots, and Play Areas 
BLACKTOP MAINTENANCE CO. 
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® 
SERVING COLUMBUS AT THESE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS : 
NORTH 
O.S.U. AREA 
1864 N. HIGH ST. 
2060 N. HIGH ST. 
1665 W. LANE AV. 
3121 OLENTANGY RIVER RD. 
WEST 
4400 KARL ROAD 385 GEORGESVILLE ROAD 
DOWNTOWN 2485 DUBLIN-GRANVILLE ROAD 
EAST 
771 S. HAMILTON ROAD 
180 N. HIGH STREET 
FEATURING THE VERY BEST IN ... 
e U.S.D.A . CHOICE STEAK SELECTIONS 
e GREAT SEAFOOD DINNERS 
e BATCH OF BURGERS SANDWICH SELECTION 
e FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE AND HOSPITALITY 
e BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND DINNER MENUS 
STOP IN ANYTIME FOR A GREAT EATING EXPERIENCE ! 
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ALSO TRY A NEW EXPERIENCE 
AT THE WINE CAVERN 
IN THE 
OHIO STATER MALL 
2060 N. HIGH ST. (at Woodruff) 
COME DOWN THE RAMP 
FOR A GREAT WINE AND CHEESE CUISIN E 
MATTHEW JACKSON, RB, 6-2 , 215, 18 
Fort Valley, Ga . . .. rushed for 728 yards 
and 17 touchdowns in four games last 
year before a broken leg forced him to 
miss the remainder of the season . . . 
won all-state and All-America acclaim as 
a senior despite his limited play ... 
rushed for 2,178 yards and 35 
touchdowns during his career ... at-
tended Peach County High School , as 
did the Buckeyes ' Pete Johnson and 
Paul Ross ... 
BILL HARMON, OG, 6-2 , 232, 19, Mas-
sillon ... won first-team all state and 
All-America honors as a prep fullback ... 
rushed for 1,278 yards and 14 
touchdowns last year ... career figures 
show 2,505 yards and 28 TD's ... also 
played defensive tackle and end at 
Washington High where he was team 
captain as a senior ... wants to study 
industrial arts . . . has speed , strength 
and quickness to be a great offensive 
lineman ... 
DAVIS HALL, OG, 6-3, 230, 19, Union-
town, Pa .... a standout fullback in high 
school , but will be used either at 
linebacker or offensive guard at Ohio 
State ... named to Pennsylvania's Big 33 
all-star team ... earned three letters in 
football and two in track ... has three 
brothers and four sisters ... likes all 
outdoor sports ... rated a standout 
prospect by the Ohio State coaching 
staff ... 
MIKE GUESS, DHB, 5-11 , 178, 18, Co-
lumbus . .. a second team all-state selec-
tion at Eastmoor High School ... the 
starting safety for two years and also 
kicked extra points and returned punts 
and kickoffs ... named most valuable 
player as a senior ... won three letters in 
football and two in track . .. hobbies are 
motorcycles and tennis . . . plans to 
major in business . .. 
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CHUCK HUNTER, FB, 6-2 , 215, 19, 
Newark, Del. ... one of the top high 
school prospects in the East last year ... 
the first Delaware player ever to make 
first-team all-state three years in a row ... 
All-America as a senior when he rushed 
for 1,400 yards and 18 touchdowns ... 
scored 54 career TD 's and rushed for 
4,997 yards, the latter believed to be a 
national record ... hobbies are music 
and water skiing .. . 
Try using ordinary binoculars to follow the Quarterback 
fading back for a pass and then switching to a wide 
receiver sprinting into the end zone. Can·t be done. 
Because no matter how good your binoculars are. you 
miss a lot of the action if you can't change focus 
fast enough. 
Bushnell 's unique lnsta-Focus ends this problem forever. With lnsta-Focus 
you can change focus as often as you want - instantly. 
Bushnell binoculars with lnsta-Focus are the only binoculars mode 
specifically for the fan of fast moving sports action. Racing, hunting, bird 
watching, anything. See them for yourself in better camera and sporting 
goods stores everywhere. 
For a free catalog write . Bushnell Optical Company. Dept. NCAA02 
Pasadena. California 91107. 
Bushnell/The Innovators. 
Division of Bausch & Lomb Ottices ,n Tokyo. Vonc ouver. B.C and Dealers the world ove1. 
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Ohio State leers 
Meet Alumni Tonight 
in OSU Ice Rink 
The Ohio State hockey team 
takes on the Alumni tonight at 
7:30 in the OSU Ice Rink. Admis-
sion is free both for students 
and the general public . 
The Buckeyes have just two 
weeks of practice under their 
belts , but second year coach 
Jerry Welsh is already impressed 
by what he has seen . 
" For the first time since I have 
been associated with Ohio State 
hockey, we have excellent depth 
at every posit i on ," decrees 
Welsh , who starred as an under-
graduate for the Buckeyes from 
1970 to 1973. " All the players 
came back in excellent condi-
tion and our first two weeks of 
practice have just been super. 
" The hardest thing I have to 
do right now is cut five players 
in order to get our roster down 
to a workable size," concluded 
Welsh , who has 15 letter winners 
returning from last year ' s 
18-15-1 squad . 
As soon as that is done, Welsh 
will begin looking for the right 
line combinations for his club 
which opens its season Oct. 15 
and 16 against visiting St. Clair. 
" We will spend a lot of time 
trying different combinations the 
next two weeks ," the young 
coach sa id . " Sometimes you 
find the right ones immediately, 
other times it seems to take 
forever." 
Welsh 's list of top returnees 
includes wingers Bill Davidge 
and Cecil Jacobs ; centers Jack 
Lampron , Vic Favot and Greg 
Morrow ; and defensemen Jim 
Colville , Doug Boyd and Jim 
Kish . 
Graduation has claimed Dan 
Stergiou in goal , but Welsh has 
a gem in freshman Steve Jones. 
Other top frosh are defense-
men Greg Kostenko and Rod 
McNair, centers Rick Burgess 
and Paul Tilley and wingers Rick 
Barker, Mike Conrad and Tom 
Scanlon . 
Football To Be Given Away At Aomecoming 
Mark Raderstorf (left) and Jody Piehowicz of the United Way Student Steering Committee are pictured wit~ Buckeye 
All-American Tom Skladany. Skladany is holding an autographed football similar to the one that will be given away Oct. 
23 in conjunction with the University's United Way campaign. 
"YOU ARE A STRANGER HERE BUT ONCE" 
1872 N. HIGH ST. 
ACROSS FROM MERSHON j---1 MONEY BACK LAYAWAY PLAN 1• 1 
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"The Image" 
DISTINCTIVE LADIES SPORTSWEAR 
for those with unique and selective taste 
OHIO STATE 'S 
NEWEST FASHION 
STORE FOR WOMEN 
.. . . a friendly atmosphere 
Where Looking is Welcome 
With No Pressure Selling 
And Where Fashion Merchandise 
Is At Reasonable Prices 
Complete your football Saturday with a Look 
at Your Image before , after , or if you are not 
a fan, during the game 
OPEN JO A.M.-6 P.M. MON .-SAT. 
(THURS TILL 8 P.M.) 
e NO SALE IS FINAL! 
e MONEY BACK LAYAWAY -PLAN 
First round 
draft choice. 

